How to fold a prefold?
Newspaper Fold

This fold is great for boys or for use at night due to the extra layer of absorbency in the front
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Fold a small
Flap up.

Jelly Roll Fold

Spread back
wings.

Fold in thirds.

Pull sides around &
Snappi or pin on.

This fold is great for liquidy poop and infants but will work great at any age.
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Pad Fold

Pull sides around &
snappi or pin on.

Fold.

Roll.

This fold is the quickest and easiest fold to do. It most resembles a microfiber insert that is found in many one-size diapers.
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Lay inside your cover.
No need for a Snappi or pin

Fold in thirds

Bikini Twist

This fold is great for active, mobile babies and toddlers. Trim through the middle.
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Twisted one end.

Angel Wing

Attach with Snappi
or pin.

Pull up.

This is a very basic fold and great for any age.
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Fold in thirds

Fold up front.

Spread out back.

Pull wings around &
Snappi or pin on.

TIPS FOR FOLDING
For A Boy: Folding the front of the diaper down at the front of the diaper doubles up the absorbent layers in their wet zone.
For A Girl: If you use a larger diaper you can lay your diaper in the opposite direction before you start your diaper folding (with the thick middle of the diaper
going sideways instead of length wise. This doubles up the absorbent layers in the middle.
For The Super Pooper: Try the News Paper fold with the fold along the back of the diaper. This creates a "poo pocket" on their backside.
For The Super Soaker: Try adding a doubler to your prefold along the soaker zone before you start folding the diaper. See our Nighttime video for more
information.
For convenience: Use the Newspaper Fold but don't fold the front until you get the diaper pulled through your baby legs and up to their tummy. As an option, fold
the diaper down in the front with the extra on the outside of the front. This can make it easier to determine how much diaper to fold!

